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 CONDITIONAL LIQUIDITY WITHDRAWALS  

AN ANALYSIS BY DATA WHALE 

 

     

 

THE DATA VALUE / USABILITY RATIO 
 

Since launch of the Ocean Marketplace, our team has closely monitored 

the behavior and relation between data providers, stakeholders and data 

users.  

 

Due to the speculative nature of liquidity pools, it is imperative to provide 

the appropriate incentives to data owners, data providers and data 

curators to continuously add value to their respective datasets, in order to 

justify the increase in staked liquidity.   

 

Based on our use case of the “Ocean Marketplace Directory & Pool 

Ratings”, we identified the following behaviors within our liquidity 

pool (herein identified as value / usability ratio).  

 

• Regular updates to the dataset improve the value / usability 

ratio and therefore provide an incentive for stakeholders to 

add further liquidity in-line with enhanced data value.  

 

• Publishing a dataset that offers a desirable use case to a 

broader target audience increases the value / usability ratio. 

 

• Regular updates to a dataset that offers a desirable use case, 

improves the value / usability ratio further, provides an 

incentive for data users to buy the data-token and therefore 

justifies an increase in staked liquidity. 
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CONDITIONAL LIQUIDITY WITHDRAWALS 
 

The following analysis of conditional liquidity withdrawals provides a 

deeper understanding of how data publishers, data providers and 

data curators may be incentivized to benefit the Ocean 

Marketplace ecosystem and its stakeholders, as well as data users. 

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES 

 

• Data publishers are providing access to datasets on the 

Ocean Marketplace that have no or minimal usability. 

 

• Data publishers and data providers are not improving the 

usability or value of their offered dataset. This could result in a 

negative value / usability ratio over time, leading to a 

decreased liquidity in the pool. 

 

• Datasets with a low value / usability ratio result in fewer 

transactions, which may lead to a non-sustainable, short-term 

and speculative behavior in the pool. 

 

• Datasets with a low value / usability ratio result in fewer actual 

“buy” transactions, i.e. the data publisher will not be rewarded 

with data-tokens by data users.  

 

Based on the above, should the data owner, data publisher or data 

curator offer a dataset with a low value / usability ratio, it could 

result in the following conditions that impact his incentive over time. 

 

• Dormant Dataset: Initial pool shares and liquidity will not grow, 

as stakeholders or data users do not find value in the dataset. 

 

• Pump & Dump Dataset: Should the pool liquidity grow 

regardless of a low data value / usability ratio, it can be 

assumed that this is due to a short-term, speculative nature. 
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• High Liquidity Value / Low Usability Dataset: Should the 

dataset prove a low usability or appeal to a small target 

audience, but has a high liquidity value, the pool owner’s 

share may decrease over time. However, this depends on 

whether pool owner maintains a vesting schedule of 

withdrawing liquidity.  

 

For clarification, the pool owner’s share decreases over time, 

since data-tokens are not issued back to the publisher’s wallet 

from dataset downloads. Therefore, the publisher may not re-

stake additional liquidity to increase his pool shares without 

providing additional investment in the form of Ocean tokens 

(i.e. investing more $ to the pool to maintain share). 

 

Based on the above analysis, we understand the importance of 

incentivizing data publishers, owners and curators to offer datasets 

with a high value / usability ratio and continuously provide value 

adds. This encourages dataset downloads and helps the publisher 

to re-stake pool shares over time with the help of the earned data-

tokens, whilst benefitting from pool liquidity growth.  

 

PROPOSED CONDITIONAL LIQUIDITY WITHDRAWAL SCHEDULE 
 

Our proposed liquidity withdrawal schedule may vary between the 

use case and value of the initial data offering (“IDO”) and needs to 

be thoroughly analyzed, whilst keeping in mind the benefit of 

stakeholders, data users and data owners, curators or publishers. 
 

INITIAL WITHDRAWAL 
 

An initial withdrawal of not more than 10% of the publisher’s pool 

shares should take place within 0-21 days of the dataset publishing. 

This provides the appropriate incentive for publishers to conduct an 

initial data offering with a high data value / usability ratio. 

 

A cap of 10% of pool shares guarantees and minimizes the risk for 

early adopters and initial stakeholders. It further protects the overall 

pool liquidity. The cap also rewards the publisher with an 

appropriate value, whilst encouraging stakeholders to maintain their 

stake in the pool for a longer period of time, as value may grow. 
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PROPOSED DATA VESTING SCHEDULE 
 

Data publishers may adopt a weekly withdrawal schedule under the 

following conditions. 

 

A) DATA PUBLISHERS LIQUIDITY IS BELOW INITIAL SHARE OF 100 

 

CONDITION 1: Publisher’s pool shares are between 75 – 99.99 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of 3 pool shares per 

week 

 

CONDITION 2: Publisher’s pool shares are between 50 – 74.99 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of 2 pool shares per 

week. 

 

CONDITION 3: Publisher’s pool shares are between 15 – 49.99 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of 1 pool share per 

week. 

 

CONDITION 4: Publisher’s pool shares are between 0 – 14.99 

The data publisher may not withdraw any pool shares. 

 

The lower the publishers’ pool shares, the fewer incentives they 

receive. This may result in the pool liquidity slowly decreasing over 

time, which would eventually lead to the dataset becoming 

“dormant”. 

 

A weekly withdrawal schedule allows the dataset publisher to re-

invest the proceeds into providing improvements to elevate the 

data value / usability ratio. This would in return increase the pool 

shares through higher data-token sales and therefore affect pool 

liquidity positively, through increased staking.  

 

Please note that % of pool shares withdrawn depends on the total 

pool shares staked in a pool, i.e. 3 pool shares of the total staked 

pool shares (as of 06.11.20, 2:00PM UAE) in the Ocean Marketplace 

Directory pool represent 0.21% or 2.3% of the creator’s total shares. 

 

We therefore propose to the OCEAN TEAM to provide more flexibility 

on the UI of the marketplace when withdrawing shares, i.e. enter 

number of shares to withdraw instead of a %-slider. 
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In the following paragraph, we are suggesting a withdrawal 

schedule for pool owners that maintain a share of more than 100 

pool shares. 

 

B) DATA PUBLISHERS LIQUIDITY IS ABOVE INITIAL SHARE OF 100 
(i.e. publisher either staked additional Ocean liquidity or re-staked data-token 

proceeds that were transferred to the data owner’s wallet due to downloads) 

 

CONDITION 1: Publisher’s pool shares are between 100 - 125 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of up to 3% of owned 

pool shares per week. 

 

CONDITION 2: Publisher’s pool shares are between 125.1 - 150 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of up to 4% of owned 

pool shares per week. 

 

CONDITION 3: Publisher’s pool shares are 150.1 or more 

The data publisher may withdraw a maximum of up to 5% of owned 

pool shares per week. 

 

Please note the difference between a publisher’s rights who 

maintains pool shares below 100 vs. a publisher who maintains 

shares above 100.  

 

In case the publisher’s shares are below 100, the withdrawal is 

limited to an absolute number of shares, i.e. 0, 1, 2 or 3 shares. 

 

In case the publisher’s shares are above 100, the withdrawal reflects 

a % of the publisher’s total shares, i.e. a higher incentive. 

 

DATA PUBLISHER LIQUIDITY “KICKBACK” 

 

In order to encourage the publisher to manage their pool shares 

according to the value / usability ratio of the dataset, we suggest 

the following liquidity kickback. It also encourages the publisher to 

make major updates to the offered data every quarter and reward 

the added value accordingly. Therefore, the following applies. 

 

Should the data publisher maintain a pool share of above 130 after 

every 90 days, the publisher may withdraw up to 10% of his owned 

pool shares every 90 days (not total pool shares!). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Our analysis and thought process, which was derived from our use-

case “Ocean Marketplace Directory & Pool Ratings”, may be used 

by new data publishers to further add value to the data economy, 

whilst being incentivized accordingly. 

 

The above has been written with our best intentions, but is a 

theoretical process that is yet to be tested. Ultimately, our objective 

is to support a healthy, long-term growth and added value to the 

Ocean Marketplace, its stakeholders, data users and data 

publishers.  

 

The Ocean Protocol team may consider this open-source research 

for whatever purpose it may suit the development of the Ocean 

Marketplace and underlying token economics.  

 

We hope that this research may be considered for a future 

application of Data Whale Curation & Management as an official, 

trusted partner for Ocean Protocol. 

 

 
 
 

 


